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Content

• What is user centred design and what are personas?

• Principle 5 and usability

• How to connect user oriented design and the 
Statistical Geospatial Framework? 



Hypothesis

Geospatial statistics is currently not used

up to its full potential.



What are personas?

• Focus on what people do, how, and why

• Personas support user centred product design

Kim Flaherty

“Personas are representations of a cluster of 
users with similar behaviours, goals, and 
motivations.”



Context for user profiling

Users’ needs

Attractive and user-friendly products and
services

New targeted products and services

Better communication

A place in the information market



User profiling exercise – Results

• Demographic and professional information on 
users needs to be complemented with goals and 
behaviour

• Potential users can fit as advanced, intermediate or 
light users

• Five personas of users of European statistics



Data Oriented Intermediate User — Isak

Key Goals

As a journalist, Isak is constantly looking for many different 
angles to support the stories he is working on. This means he 
comes to the Eurostat website with a very specific goal in mind, 
not just to browse around. He does look at both data 
visualisations and tables with raw data, yet he only uses the 
latter for his articles. A graphical designer at his editorial office 
will create charts or infographics from those data when 
necessary.

“The challenge lies in finding the data, more than in interpreting 
the data.”

Main Tasks

● Searching for visualisations and raw data
● Downloading selections of specific tables
● Sometimes taking screenshots to show the graphic 

designer how the data could be presented

Characteristics

Statistical literacy

Computer proficiency

Visits Eurostat a few times a 
week.

Tools used

● Tables, Graphs, Maps
● Database (but less)
● Statistics Illustrated

Demographics

28 years old

Works as a journalist for a 
national newspaper. He 
does not write about data, 
but looks for statistics on 
the topics he is writing 
about to support articles. 

We should provide good crosslinks between different extraction and dissemination tools with data on the same topic

We must not let users waste time with looking for relevant data



Goals of principle 5 - Accessible and 
usable geospatial statistics

• To define policies, standards and guidelines that 
support the release, access, analysis and 
visualisation of geospatially enabled information.

• To ensure that geospatial data and statistics are, 

integrated, available, accessible, and usable in 

socio-economic research, analysis and decision 

making.



Current descriptions of principle 5 put focus on
methods and technology related to data
dissemination, data presentation and delivery.

• Discovery

• Disclosure control

• License models

• Fits any product

Product perspective is less in the focus.





Principle 5 – Accessible and usable 
geospatially enabled statistics

Usable, but by whom, how and why?

• Do we know who our users are?

• Do we know why they want to use our data?

• Do we know what they want to do with data?

• Do we know how experienced they are?

• Do we know what they don‘t need?



Personally Interested Light User — Kristoffer

Key Goals

Although Kristoffer occasionally uses an article or data 
visualisation from Eurostat in his English class, he visits the 
website more out of personal interest. Usually he arrives on 
Eurostat by clicking on a Facebook post that intrigues him. He is 
very much interested in the European project and likes to look 
for similarities and differences between European member 
states.

Looking at visualisations and occasionally reading reports is 
where it stops for Kristoffer. He never downloads data and 
seldomly digs deeper to draw his own conclusion. 

“The general view is enough for me, I am not enough of a 
specialist to dig deep into the data.”

Main Tasks

● Checking out data visualisations (that he gets from 
Facebook) or reading reports 

Characteristics

Statistical literacy

Computer proficiency

Visits Eurostat about once a 
month.

Tools used

● Facebook page
● Themes in the 

Spotlight
● Digital Publications
● Visualisation Tools
● Tables, Graphs, Maps

Demographics

42 years old

Teaches English and History 
in high school. He is very 
interested in the European 
project and checks statistics 
out of personal interest.

We should make sure that users who arrive on Eurostat via Facebook can navigate their way around the rest of the site

We must not ignore the fact that he will also end up in the database or main tables every now and then



Example Light user 

Creating maps for Kristofer requires traditional NUTS 
based statistics

=> No geocoding of microdata needed 
(Principle 2)

=> Main product maps that should be easily 
discoverable (Principle 5)



Technical Advanced User — Pietro

Key Goals

Pietro wants to collect data of high quality for his clients. He is 
motivated to go the extra mile to provide them with exactly 
what they need fast.

“The search time to find the right datasets is too long, but I 
cannot give up, it is my job to find the data I am looking for.”

He is not looking for publications or visualisations, he is only 
interested in raw data. At his firm, they create publications and 
data visualisations themselves.

Main Tasks

● Setting up automatic downloading of multiple datasets
● Browsing for new datasets that his clients might want
● Looking up datasets to send the link to clients
● Checking datasets suggested by clients 

Characteristics

Statistical literacy

Computer proficiency

Visits Eurostat daily, 
sometimes several times in 
one day.

Tools used

● Bulk Download
● Web Services
● Database

Demographics

31 years old

Works for a big consultancy 
firm that redistributes 
European and international 
statistics as a commodity to 
its clients.

We should make automation as easy as possible, allowing Pietro to download many datasets at once.

We must not change the way data are disseminated or the way variables are measured without any notification.



Example Technical Advanced User 

Providing geospatial statistics for Pietro requires 
setting up a geospatial statistics data warehouse

=> Geocoding of data is needed (Principle 
1)

=> Access to microdata might be needed 
(Principle 2)

=> Small area output geographies are 
needed (Principle 3)

=> Privacy needs to be managed (principle 
5)

=> APIs needed (principle 5)



Proposal

● Enhance principle 5 with recommendations on 
introducing user design principles for 
geospatial statistics in all NSIs.

● Carry out research on user analysis and 
product design methods for geospatial 
statistics (e.g. in Eurostat GEOSTAT 4 
project).



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

Ekkehard.Petri@ec.europa.eu


